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Since the reform and opening up of China,the stone industry has achieved long term 
development.Yet due to the backward technology and hard competition among the 
stone enterprises, the stone industry as a whole is making a rather low profit,thus 
industry transition is urgently needed. TO achieve further development in the 
industry,the author,starting from the theory of industry value chain,analyzing through 
the existing problems in the industry,such as technology backwardness,quality 
similarity, lagging management strategy,products standard variation and so on, brings 
out the idea of making eco-friendly stone industry as the core value of the industry,to 
accomplish the completion of the stone industry chain.The strategic completion of 
stone industry is a must,and it requires the coordination between enterprises and the 
government.The government should realize the above mentioned trends,aid the 
enterprises with favorable policies,and promote the strategy of combination of 
environmental protection ideas with the stone industry on its own initiative to 
accelerate the sustainable development of stone industry. Also,it should promote 
strategic alliance of the enterprises and speed up the pace of industry integration,raise 
the threshold of the industry to force the stone enterprises to improve themselves by 
increasing capitals and company shares and capital combination.The enterprises 
which are in the stone industry chain should be well prepared to use their own 
advantages to ally with each other, create new sales methods, realize the importance 
of branding and increase the pace of strategic adjustment to promote the further 
development of China stone industry. 
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